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I. Introduction
Modern day corruption cases frequently have an international dimension.
Companies and individuals sometimes bribe officials from other countries to win
business and increase profits. The evidence and proceeds of corruption are
therefore often spread across multiple jurisdictions. The ability to gather this
evidence is thus often crucial to the successful investigation and prosecution of
corruption cases.
Unfortunately, challenges to gathering evidence abroad are many. Greek law
enforcement officials, like their counterparts in other countries, have faced
problems such as different legal systems and cultures, language barriers, deficient
legal and procedural frameworks, and inadequate resources. Overcoming these
obstacles is vital to bringing the perpetrators of corruption to justice and deterring
similar behaviour in the future.
Under the responsibility of the General Secretariat against Corruption, Greece’s
National Anti-Corruption Action Plan (NACAP) identifies key areas of reform and
provides for a detailed action plan towards strengthening integrity and fighting
corruption and bribery. Through its Greece Technical Assistance Project, the OECD
has committed to supporting the Greek authorities and to provide technical
guidance for the purpose of implementing the reform agenda in a series of preidentified areas.
Output 9.5 of the Technical Assistance Project aims to promote effective
implementation of international co-operation tools and mechanisms that would
ease the management of incoming and outgoing mutual legal assistance in criminal
matters (MLA). Two documents have been prepared under this Outcome:
a) The present document contains guidelines for seeking MLA from foreign
authorities in corruption cases. This document is intended for Greek
prosecutors and investigative judges who are in charge of corruption cases
and who wish to seek MLA from foreign countries. The guidelines are
meant to be a step-by-step guide that is practical, easy to use and
accessible. To avoid overloading the document with detailed information,
the guidelines provide links and references to additional materials for
consultation.
b) A second document contains best practices and recommendations to Greek
authorities on handling incoming and outgoing MLA requests.
These two documents were prepared based on experiences and good practices
available in other OECD countries and other international bodies. This material was
then adopted to the Greek context by addressing issues that have been identified
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by Greek authorities in their responses to a questionnaire in January 2017, and
during consultation meetings with OECD staff in Thessaloniki and Athens in
February 2017.
These two documents focus mainly on practices at the operational level in the
domain of MLA. An assessment of the legal framework will be covered by a third
document under Output 9.3-9.4 of the Technical Assistance Project: “Mutual Legal
Assistance - Assessment and revision of the current legal and regulatory
framework”. These documents also do not address MLA to trace, freeze, confiscate
and repatriate the proceeds of corruption. These topics are covered in a separate
publication on international asset recovery carried out under Outputs 10.5 & 10.7
of the Technical Assistance Project, which is entitled: “Guidelines, Best Practices,
and Tools for Greek Practitioners on Domestic and International Asset Recovery”.

II. Guidelines and Best Practices for Seeking MLA from Foreign
Authorities in Corruption Cases
This part contains guidelines for Greek prosecutors and investigative judges who
have conduct of corruption cases and who wish to seek MLA from a foreign
country. The guidelines will explain the process step-by-step. The links and full
names of additional reference materials are available in Annex A at p. 23.

Considerations before requesting MLA
1.
Whether MLA is the appropriate tool and alternate sources
of information
Practitioners should first ask whether it is appropriate to seek MLA before
launching the process for doing so. Formal MLA can be time-consuming and
resource-intensive. Hence, a requested state may refuse requests that are trivial or
disproportionate (i.e., de minimis) under the applicable MLA treaties, laws and
practice. Factors that may be considered include the gravity and age of the offence
underlying the request, and the cost involved in executing the request.1
Practitioners should also consider whether the information sought can be obtained
through non-MLA channels.2 These channels, however, may be more appropriate
for obtaining information for intelligence purposes, while formal MLA channels may
still be needed to obtain evidence that is tendered at trial:
1. Information may be provided voluntarily or is publicly
available, though in some instances the foreign authority
should still be informed.3
2. Direct communication with foreign law enforcement
authorities can allow much quicker exchange of
information.4 See Section 0 at p. 10 for suggestions on “1.
Contacting foreign law enforcement authorities”.
3. Tax authorities may be able to provide financial information
about individuals and companies in corruption cases. An
increasing number of international instruments allow tax
information to be exchanged for use in investigations of
1

UK MLA Guidelines, pp. 8-9; US MLA Guide, pp. 2-3; UNCAC, Article 46(9)(b).
G20 High Level Principle 5 on MLA; UNODC MLA Manual, pp. 65-68.
3
UK MLA Guidelines, p. 8.
4
OECD MLA Typology, pp. 48-50; ADB/OECD 2017 Report, pp. 33-37.
2
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serious crimes, including corruption.5 This includes the
Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax
Matters of the OECD and Council of Europe to which Greece
is party.6 Law enforcement officials who wish to use these
channels should contact:
Mr. Odysseas Pylalis
International Economic Relations Directorate
Independent Authority for Public Revenue (IAPR)
8 Kar. Servias Street, 10184 Athens, Greece
ypoik@otenet.gr
4. European investigation orders (EIOs) may enable Greek
judicial and prosecutorial authorities to submit requests for
the execution of special investigative measures directly to
foreign counterparts in EU Member States, thereby
obviating the need to resort to formal MLA channels. See
Section II.B.2 for more information on EIOs.
5. Financial intelligence units may also often able to exchange
a range of financial information with their counterparts in
other countries. Such exchanges of information may allow
financial intelligence on economic crimes like corruption to
be detected soon after funds involved in the crime are
moved. Generally, information obtained from a foreign FIU
may be provided to Greek law enforcement authorities only
with the consent of the foreign FIU. Consent is usually
provided in a memorandum of understanding between the
FIUs or as a separate agreement.7 The Hellenic FIU contact
responsible for responding to inquiries from law
enforcement authorities is:
Konstantinos Papastergiou
Police Captain, Responsible for financial investigations
Department of International Relations
Hellenic Financial Intelligence Unit
Piraeus 207 & Alkifronos 92, ATHENS 11853
Tel.: 210 340 1908
k.papastergiou@hellenic-FIU.gr
5

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 57-62.
OECD (2015), Greece Phase 3bis Report, para. 158 (available
https://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/Greece-Phase-3bis-Report-EN.pdf).
7
OECD MLA Typology, pp. 62-68.
6

at

Unlike in other jurisdictions, the Hellenic Capital Markets Commission (CMC) is not
a source for Greek criminal law enforcement authorities to seek information from
abroad. The securities regulators in some countries (such as the US Securities and
Exchange Commission) have the power to detect, investigate and prosecute
corruption cases. They may therefore possess information of interest to law
enforcement authorities in other countries who are investigating the same or a
related case. To exchange this information, many securities regulators are parties to
legal instruments such as the International Organization of Securities Commissions
(IOSCO) Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MMOU). The CMC has been
a signatory to the IOSCO MMOU since 2002. However, CMC takes the position that
paragraphs 4 and 6(a) of the MMOU prohibits the sharing of information with
Greek law enforcement authorities.

2.

Types of MLA available

A further consideration is whether the type of MLA sought is even available. Most
MLA treaties and legislation will provide for at least a basic range of assistance,
such as:8





Service of documents
Taking testimony or evidence from individuals
Production of originals or copies of government, banking,
business or other records
Search and seizure

Other types of assistance that may be available only in more recent instruments
include:





8
9

Providing objects as evidence and expert assessments
Physical examination of objects and sites
Electronic evidence, including e-mails, subscriber account
information, and transactional records relating to online
activity
Identifying, tracing, freezing and returning the
instrumentalities and proceeds of crime.9

For instance, see UN Convention against Corruption, Article 46(3).

These instruments will be explained in full detail in a later deliverable on international
asset recovery in the Greece Technical Assistance Project.
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Before launching the MLA process, practitioners should confirm that the type of
assistance that they seek is available under the applicable treaty and legislative
framework.

3.

Cost

Under most MLA treaties and legislation, the requested state generally bears the
cost of executing the request for assistance.
There are exceptions, however. If a request is exceptionally costly to execute,
Greece may be asked to bear the expense.10 Some treaties expressly require the
requesting state to bear certain expenses, e.g. translation, expert fees and travel
costs.11 Practitioners should therefore consult the applicable treaty. If Greece may
be required to bear the cost of assistance, then practitioners should consider
whether it is prepared and has the means to cover the expense. Some treaties may
allow the request to be refused altogether if the costs of execution are excessive.12

4.

Joint investigative teams (JITs)13

A joint investigation team (JIT) is a group of law enforcement officials from two or
more European Union Member States which carries out criminal investigations in
one or more of the Member States represented in the team. The Member States
sign a written agreement to create the JIT and set out its purpose, duration and
composition. The JIT is set up in the Member State where most of the investigation
is carried out. The JIT comprises a leader and members from the country in which
the JIT is set up, and “seconded members” from other countries. Members may be
investigators, prosecutors or even investigative judges.
One of the main advantages of JITs is speed. For example, under the traditional
MLA process, a requesting state requests MLA to gather evidence, analyses the
evidence received, and may decide that additional investigative steps are needed.
The entire MLA cycle – sending a request, execution, transmission of evidence –
would have to be repeated for each subsequent investigative step. By contrast,
with a JIT a seconded member can quickly analyse the evidence gathered and

10

For example, see UNCAC, Article 46(28); Canada-Greece MLA Treaty Article 21(2).

11

For example, see US-Greece MLA Treaty Article 6; Canada-Greece MLA Treaty Article 21;
Australia-Greece MLA Treaty Article 20(2).
12

For example, see Greece-Australia MLA Treaty, Article 5(2)(d).

13

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 51-55; OECD Beijing Workshop Report, p. 8.

immediately instruct the JIT to conduct the next investigative step. There is no need
to wait for the authorities in his/her home country to issue another MLA request.
JITs may also ensure better quality of evidence and co-ordination. Evidence is
gathered in the presence of officials from both the requesting and requested state.
This helps ensure that the requirements under the laws of both countries are met.
Officials in both states are also in constant contact to ensure sharing of information
about the investigative activities in their respective countries.
JITs, however, may not be available in all corruption cases. Under Greek law,14 a JIT
may be constituted to investigate only certain listed offences including forgery
(Article 216 Penal Code (PC)), aggravated theft (Article 374 PC), embezzlement
(Article 375 PC), and fraud (Article 386 PC). Greek practitioners who are
investigating a corruption case and who wish to use a JIT will need to determine
whether their case also involves one of these eligible offences.15
Greek practitioners considering a JIT should consult additional resources:




Eurojust has prepared a Practical Guide on JITs and a Model
JIT Agreement which are available online16 in the Greek
language. Eurojust can also put relevant law enforcement
authorities in contact to discuss cases of mutual concern.
Funding for a JIT may also be available.
The OECD MLA Typology (pp. 51-55) examines in greater
detail the pros and cons of JITs.

Under Greek law, the Public Prosecutor of the Court of Appeal of the appropriate
territorial jurisdiction is the competent authority in Greece for submitting and
receiving requests for JITs and for entering into written JIT agreements. If the
investigation is to be conducted in the jurisdictions of more than one Courts of
Appeal, then the competent authority shall be the Public Prosecutor of the Court of
Areios Pagos (Article 15(2), Law 3663/2008).

14

Article 13 of Law 3663/2008 as amended by Article 62 of Law 4249/2014.

15

The 29 May 2000 Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters between the
Member States of the European Union does not restrict JITs to listed offences. Greece,
however, is not party to the Convention.
16

http://www.eurojust.europa.eu/doclibrary/JITs/joint-investigation-teams/Pages/jitsframework.aspx
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Legal framework for MLA
After deciding that MLA should be sought, the next step is to select the appropriate
legal framework. The choice depends on whether the framework covers the foreign
country from which MLA is sought, and whether the framework provides the type
of assistance sought. In corruption cases in Greece, the following options are
available:
a) 1959 European Convention on MLA and Schengen
Convention
b) European Investigation Order in criminal matters (Directive
2014/41/EU)
c) UN Convention against Corruption
d) OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
e) Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search,
Seizure and Confiscation of Proceeds from Crime and on the
Financing of Terrorism (Warsaw Convention of 2005)
f) Law 4478/2017 implementing EU Framework Decisions
2003/577/JHA, 2005/212/JHA and 2006/783/JHA and
Directive 2014/42/EU (also ratified the Warsaw Convention
of 2005)
g) Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption
h) Other multilateral conventions
i) Bilateral MLA treaties
j) Non-treaty-based MLA requests
k) MLA instruments allowing for asset recovery
Copies of the relevant treaties and acts and legal provisions may be found in Annex
D.

1.
1959 European Convention on MLA and Schengen
Convention
Greece is Party to the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal
Matters and the 1982 Protocol to the Convention (1959 European MLA
Convention).17 The other European Parties to the Convention include Albania,
Andorra, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus,18 Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Former Yugoslav
17
18

Ratified by Law No. 4218/1961, and entered into force on 15 June 1962.

Note by Turkey: The information in this document with reference to “Cyprus” relates to
the southern part of the Island. There is no single authority representing both Turkish and

Republic of Macedonia, France, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Monaco,
Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino,
Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, and
the United Kingdom. The Convention also has three non-European Parties: Chile,
Israel, and Korea (South Korea).
The Convention sets out rules for the enforcement of letters rogatory issued by a
requesting state to a requested Party. The types of assistance available under the
Convention includes: search and seizure; service of writs, records of judicial
verdicts, and documents relating to the enforcement of a sentence; summons to
witnesses and experts; and provision of judicial records. The Convention provides
for the appearance by a person in custody in the requesting state as a witness or for
purposes of confrontation. However, this provision does not apply to Greece.19
Greece is also Party to the Convention implementing the Schengen Convention
which supplements the 1959 European MLA Convention.20 A significant advantage
of the Schengen Convention is that it expedites MLA requests under the 1959
European MLA Convention by allowing judicial authorities to communicate directly
(Article 53). Greek authorities may thus send/receive MLA under the 1959
European MLA Convention to/from the judicial authorities of the following
countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and
Switzerland.21 (The procedure for sending requests is further explained in Section

Greek Cypriot people on the Island. Turkey recognises the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC). Until a lasting and equitable solution is found within the context of United
Nations, Turkey shall preserve its position concerning the “Cyprus issue”.
Note by all the European Union Member States of the OECD and the European Union: The
Republic of Cyprus is recognised by all members of the United Nations with the exception
of Turkey. The information in this document relates to the area under the effective control
of the Government of the Republic of Cyprus.
19

Greece made a reservation which deemed Article 11 (transfer of persons in custody to
provide evidence or for confrontation) incompatible with Article 459 CPP.
20
21

Ratified by Law No. 2514/1997.

The following countries are parties to the Schengen Convention but have opted out of
Article 53; MLA requests must still go through their Ministries of Justice (central
authorities): Cyprus, Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, Malta, Norway, Romania, and United
Kingdom (MOJ Circular 78968/2012). In addition, requests must also go through the
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1. F at p. 19 on “Sending the MLA request”.) The Schengen Convention also
modifies the 1959 European MLA Convention by allowing the service procedural
documents by post (Article 52) and by lessening the requirements for letters
rogatory that seek search and seizure (Article 51).
Greece has signed but not ratified the Second Additional Protocol to the European
Convention on MLA. The Second Additional Protocol deals with the following types
of assistance, among others: hearing witnesses via video and teleconferences;
service or delivery of procedural documents and judicial decisions by post; cross
border observation of individuals; controlled deliveries; covert investigations; joint
investigation teams; and provisional measures to preserve evidence, maintain an
existing situation or protect endangered legal interests.

2.

European Investigation Order (Directive 2014/41/EU)

In September 2017, Greece passed Law 4489/2017 transposing European Union
Directive 2014/41/EU into Greek legislation. Directive 2014/41/EU pertains to
European Investigation Orders (EIOs), which are defined in Article 1 of the Directive
as “judicial decisions which have been issued or validated by a judicial authority of a
Member State to have one or several specific investigative measure(s) carried out
in another Member State to obtain evidence.” The Directive allows competent
issuing authorities to send EIOs directly to the competent authority in the relevant
EU Member State for execution.22 Under the Directive, EU Member States are
obligated to recognise and carry out requests from other EU Member States, just as
they would with a decision coming from their own authorities. Much like other MLA
instruments, the Directive provides practitioners with guidance regarding the scope
of an EIO (Article 3); the types of proceedings for which an EIO can be issued
(Article 4), the content and form of an EIO (Article 5), and the procedures and
conditions for issuing and transmitting an EIO (Articles 6-8). While the Directive
provides for specific types of investigative measures in the context of an EIO, Greek
authorities should refer to Law 4489/2007 for relevant guidance. Practitioners
should be aware that the European MLA Convention and the Schengen Convention
central authorities for countries that are Parties to the 1959 MLA Convention but not
Parties to the Schengen Convention, e.g. countries outside the European Union.
22

Article 2 of EU Directive 2014/41/EU defines an issuing authority as “a judge, a court, an
investigating judge or a public prosecutor competent in the case concerned” or “any other
competent authority as defined by the issuing State which, in the specific case, is acting in
its capacity as an investigating authority in criminal proceedings with competence of
ordering the gathering of evidence in accordance with national law.” Prior to carrying out
any action or submitting a request for execution of an EIO, Greek practitioners should
verify the provisions of Law 4489/2017.

could be redundant for EU Member States that have implemented the EIO Directive
into their domestic legislation.

3.

UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC)

Greece is a State Party to the United Nations Convention against Corruption
(UNCAC).23 At the time of these present guidelines were finalised, 181 countries
are States Parties to UNCAC.24
Article 46 of UNCAC allows States Parties to seek MLA in investigations,
prosecutions and judicial proceedings in relation to the offences covered by the
Convention. The types of assistance available include taking evidence or statements
from persons; effecting service of judicial documents; executing searches and
seizures, and freezing; examining objects and sites; providing information,
evidentiary items and expert evaluations; providing originals or certified copies of
relevant documents and records, including government, bank, financial, corporate
or business records; identifying or tracing proceeds of crime, property,
instrumentalities or other things for evidentiary purposes; facilitating the voluntary
appearance of persons in a requesting State Party; any other type of assistance that
is not contrary to the domestic law of a requested State Party; identifying, freezing
and tracing proceeds of crime; and the recovery of assets.25
UNCAC generally requires MLA requests and the evidence gathered to be
transmitted between central authorities.26 Barring limited exceptions, UNCAC does
not contemplate direct transmission between judicial authorities like under the
1959 European MLA Convention as modified by the Schengen Convention. (See
Section 1. F at p. 19 on “Sending the MLA request” for more details.)

4.

OECD Anti-Bribery Convention

Greece27 and 40 other countries are Parties to the Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions.28 The

23

Ratified by Law 3666/2008.

24

The complete list of States Parties to UNCAC is
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/corruption/ratification-status.html
25

available

at

MLA concerning asset recovery is not covered in the current guidelines but in a separate
deliverable under the OECD Greece Technical Assistance Project.
26

UNCAC, Article 46(13).

27

Ratified by Law No. 2656/1998.
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Convention covers only the bribery of foreign public officials in international
business transactions and related money laundering and accounting offences; it
does not cover bribery of domestic officials or other types of corruption. Article 9 of
the Convention requires Parties to provide prompt and effective MLA to another
party for the purpose of investigations and proceedings relating to offences in the
Convention.

5.
Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search,
Seizure and Confiscation of Proceeds from Crime and on the
Financing of Terrorism (Warsaw Convention of 2005) 29
Greece is one of 33 countries that have ratified the Warsaw Convention of 2005:
Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Georgia, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, Ukraine, and United Kingdom. Greece transposed the Convention into
Greek legislation through Law 4478/2017.
Article 15(1) provides that Parties shall cooperate with one another to the widest
extent possible for the purposes of investigations and proceedings aiming at the
confiscation of instrumentalities and proceeds of crime, including corruption. The
Convention provides that authorities shall, when requested, assist with asset
tracing and execute provisional measures such as freezing and seizure orders.
Under the Convention, Greek authorities may also seek information on bank
accounts (Article 17) and banking transactions (Article 18) and request the
monitoring of banking transactions (Article 19).

6.

Law 4478/2017

Law 4478/2017 ratified the Warsaw Convention (Council of Europe Convention on
Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime and on
the Financing of Terrorism - 2005), and transposed into Greek law: (i) EU
Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA on the execution in the European Union of
orders freezing property or evidence; (ii) EU Framework Decision 2005/212/JHA on
Confiscation of crime-related proceeds, instrumentalities and property (although
relevant to confiscation, it does not provide a legal basis for MLA); (iii) EU
28

The list of Parties to the Convention is available at: http://www.oecd.org/daf/antibribery/WGBRatificationStatus.pdf
29

Ratified by Law 4478/2017.

Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA on the application of the principle of mutual
recognition to confiscation orders (as amended by EU Council Framework Decision
2009/299/JHA); and, (iv) EU Directive 2014/42/EU on the freezing and confiscation
of instrumentalities and proceeds of crime in the European Union.

7.

Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption

Greece30 is one of 48 countries that are Parties to the Council of Europe Criminal
Law Convention on Corruption: Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
France, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Slovak Republic,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, and United Kingdom.
The Council of Europe Convention covers a range of corruption offences, including
active and passive bribery of domestic and foreign public and private officials;
trading in influence; and corruption-related money laundering and accounting
misconduct. Similar to the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, the Council of Europe
Convention requires Parties to afford one another the widest measure of mutual
assistance by promptly processing requests from authorities that, in conformity
with their domestic laws, have the power to investigate or prosecute criminal
offences established in accordance with the Convention.

8.

Other multilateral conventions

Additional multilateral conventions do not focus on corruption but may
nevertheless be applicable in some corruption cases.
The UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime has 187 Parties,
including Greece.31 Article 18 of the Convention allows parties to seek MLA in
cases of corruption and other serious crimes that are transnational in nature and
which involves an organised criminal group.
Greece32 and 48 other countries are Parties to the 1990 Council of Europe
Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds of
30

Ratified by Law No. 3560/2007.

31

Ratified by Law No. 3875/2010. The full list of Parties are available at:
https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XVIII12&chapter=18&clang=_en.
32

Ratified by Greece by Law 2655/1998.
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Crime.33 Chapter III of the Convention contain MLA provisions aiming at the
confiscation of instrumentalities and proceeds of crime, including corruption. The
Convention provides for investigative assistance (assistance in procuring evidence,
transfer of information to another country without a request, adoption of common
investigative techniques, and lifting of bank secrecy); provisional measures (freezing
of bank accounts, seizure of property to prevent removal), and confiscation
measures (confiscation proceedings and enforcement of foreign confiscation
orders. The Convention will be considered in greater detail in a later deliverable on
international asset recovery in the Greece Technical Assistance Project.

9.

Bilateral treaties

Greece has 14 bilateral MLA treaties in force with Albania, Armenia, Australia,
Canada, China, Cyprus, Egypt, Georgia, Lebanon, Mexico, Russian Federation, Syria,
Tunisia, and the United States. Ten additional bilateral treaties are in force but are
not in use because the 1959 European MLA Convention as modified by the
Schengen Convention applies to these countries.34 These bilateral MLA treaties
differ in the crimes to which they apply and the range of assistance available.
Practitioners should refer to the specific treaty before deciding to proceed with an
MLA request under one of these treaties. Furthermore, some of the treaties are
quite old and may not contain all of the features of modern MLA treaties, in which
case a more recent multilateral treaty may be a better alternative. Of the 14
countries with bilateral MLA treaties with Greece, only one – Syria – is not a State
Party to UNCAC.

10.

Non-treaty-based MLA requests

In the context of corruption cases, Greece has MLA-relations with most countries in
the world through the bilateral and multilateral treaties described above. In the
rare case of a country not falling into this category, practitioners will have to resort
to non-treaty MLA requests.
Article 457 of the Greek Code of Penal Procedure (CPP) provides that Greek judicial
authorities may ask foreign authorities for the examination of witnesses and
defendants; onsite inspections; expert opinions; and the seizure of evidence. Under
international law, foreign states may provide such assistance if the principle of
reciprocity is met (i.e., if Greece undertakes to provide the same type of assistance
33

Includes two non-European countries, namely Australia and Kazakhstan. The full list of
Parties
are
available
at:
http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list//conventions/treaty/141/signatures?p_auth=qgwcJ5oK
34

OECD (2015), Greece Phase 3bis Report, para. 160.

to the foreign state. When making a request on this basis, the Greek authorities
may have to give an express undertaking of reciprocity in the request.
Article 457 CPP refers to limited types of assistance and does not include measures
such as surveillance, wiretapping, controlled delivery, tracing, freezing or
confiscation. Whether there is a legal basis to send a non-treaty MLA request for
these unlisted types of assistance is thus not clear.

11.

MLA relating to asset recovery

Greek practitioners may resort to two EU Framework Decisions when seeking the
execution of certain types of asset recovery measures overseas. The first, EU
Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA allows Greek authorities to request the
execution of freezing orders in other EU Member States, in cases involving
corruption, fraud, money laundering, and participation in a criminal organisation,
among other offences. EU Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA35 allows enables
Greek authorities to request execution of a confiscation order by the competent
authorities of EU Member State and applies to the same offences listed in
Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA. These legal instruments, along with others, are
discussed in more detail in a separate publication on international asset recovery
carried out under Outputs 10.5 & 10.7 of the Technical Assistance Project, entitled,
“Guidelines, Best Practices, and Tools for Greek Practitioners on Domestic and
International Asset Recovery”.

Contacting foreign and Greek authorities36
1.

Contacting foreign law enforcement authorities

Practitioners should consider contacting foreign law enforcement authorities (e.g.
police, prosecutors and investigative judges) before drafting the request if possible.
The following authorities may be relevant:37


Foreign law enforcement authorities who may be those
responsible for executing Greece’s MLA request: The
purpose is to discuss the requirements of the request and

35

EU Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA of 6 October 2006 on the application of the
principle of mutual recognition to confiscation orders (available at http://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2006.328.01.0059.01.ENG).
36

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 18-19, 47-51; ADB/OECD 2017 Report, pp. 33-45; OECD Beijing
Workshop Report, pp. 4-8.
37

ADB/OECD 2017 Report, p. 30.
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flesh out potential obstacles to avoid subsequent delay.
Communication creates a better understanding and builds a
foundation of trust, certainty and willingness between
practitioners in each jurisdiction. It could also enable the
foreign authority to begin planning the execution of the
request.
Foreign authorities who are generally responsible for
corruption investigations: These authorities may already
have information concerning the case under investigation in
Greece. In many instances, these authorities may also
ultimately be responsible for executing Greece’s MLA
request.

One challenge may be ascertaining the specific foreign law enforcement body with
which Greek practitioners should establish contact. Some possible solutions
include:







38

Research on the internet. Many countries have dedicated
anti-corruption law enforcement agencies with websites
describing their work and their contact information.
Contact the judicial or legal attachés or liaison officers of the
requested state who operate out of embassies of in Greece.
These personnel may not be responsible for conveying
formal requests for assistance but can be a useful source of
information.38
Inquire with the OECD Secretariat. The OECD Working Group
on Bribery holds regular meetings of anti-corruption law
enforcement officials from Parties to the Anti-Bribery
Convention. Its outreach initiatives for non-member
countries in Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and Asia-Pacific
hold similar meetings for law enforcement officials in those
regions. The Working Group has also held two meetings of a
Global of Law Enforcement Network. The OECD Secretariat
therefore has contacts with anti-corruption law
enforcement officials in many countries in the world.
Maintaining a network of personal contacts. Effective MLA
between countries is often heavily based on trust and
effective communication, which in turn requires personal

ADB/OECD 2017 Report, p. 44; OECD MLA Typology, p. 32.



relationships that are built up over time.39 When possible,
Greek practitioners should therefore attend law
enforcement events such as those at the OECD described
above.
Greek practitioners can also consider asking the Hellenic
Police’s International Police Cooperation Directorate (DDAS),
including the Directorate’s departments concerning Europol
and Interpol. The SIRENE section within DDAS may also be
used to further cooperation in the context of the Schengen
Convention, such as obtaining information relating to penal
measures taken in foreign jurisdictions or tracking down
stolen assets. Practitioners should contact the following
divisions to seek assistance:
International Police Cooperation Directorate (DDAS) of
the Hellenic Police: P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77,
tel.: 210-6988117, e-mail: registry@ipcd.gr. Additional
information is on its website.
Europol National Unit: P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101
77, tel.: 210-6984286, e-mail: europol@astynomia.gr
Interpol Athens: Leof. Athinon & Antigonis 2-4, Athens
10442, tel.: 210-5103540, 210-6448888, e-mail:
athens.interpol@astynomia.gr
SIRENE Department: P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77,
tel.: 210-6998262 (on a 24/7 basis), 210-6998263, fax:
210-6998264,
210-6998265,
e-mail:
sirene@sirene.gov.gr

39

OECD MLA Typology, p. 29; ADB/OECD 2017 Report, pp. 22 and 39-41; OECD Beijing
Workshop Report, pp. 4-6.
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Practical Tip: Communicating with foreign authorities
When contacting foreign authorities, practitioners should
consider nominating individuals who speak foreign languages
(e.g. English, French, German) to do so.

2.
Contacting the European Judicial Co-operation Unit
(Eurojust) and European Judicial Network (EJN)
The European Judicial Co-operation Unit (Eurojust) and the European Judicial
Network can provide support and advice to Greek practitioners seeking MLA,
including by providing contact information of relevant foreign law enforcement
authorities.
Eurojust was set up in 2002 to facilitate co-ordination and to support criminal
investigations and prosecutions among EU Member States.40 It consists of a
national member from each EU Member State. Eurojust also has co-operation
agreements and contact points with many non-EU countries. Greece’s Eurojust
National Member is:
Paraskevas Adamis
P.O. Box 16183
2500 BD The Hague
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 70 412 5180
padamis@eurojust.europa.eu
The European Judicial Network (EJN) is a network of national contact points for
facilitating judicial cooperation in criminal matters. On EJN’s website, a Judicial
Atlas provides information on the appropriate authority for receiving MLA requests
in 37 countries. The Fiches Belges tool provides summaries of legal information on
MLA in EJN member countries. Greece’s National Correspondent for EJN is:
Ms. Maria MALOUHOU
Appeals Prosecutor and Head of the MLA Department
40

European Council Decision 2002/187/JHA on the strengthening of Eurojust and amending
Council Decision 2002/187/JHA setting up Eurojust with a view to reinforcing the fight
against serious crime (available at. http://www.eurojust.europa.eu/doclibrary/Eurojustframework/ejdecision/Consolidated%20version%20of%20the%20Eurojust%20Council%20D
ecision/Eurojust-Council-Decision-2009Consolidated-EN.pdf

Athens Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office
K. Loukareos 14, Athens 11475
Tel.: 210-6404229, 210-6404655, 210-6404612
cpejn1@otenet.gr

3.

Contacting the foreign Central Authority for MLA

In addition to law enforcement authorities, Greek practitioners should consider
contacting the “Central Authority” for MLA in the foreign requested state. As
explained further below at p. 19, many treaties require incoming MLA requests to
be sent to the Central Authority, which is often the country’s Ministry of Justice.
The Central Authority may have a wealth of information regarding the law and
practice of executing MLA requests in that country. Early contact with the Central
Authority can therefore provide useful insights for drafting the request.
The Central Authorities under multilateral and bilateral treaties can be relatively
easy to identify:





4.

Requests under UNCAC: A directory of Competent National
Authorities under UNCAC is available online41 to
practitioners who have an account.
Central Authorities under the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
are listed in Annex 3 of the OECD MLA Typology. Those
under the Warsaw Convention of 2005 and the Council of
Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption are online.42
For bilateral treaties, the Central Authorities are specified in
the treaty.

Contacting Greek authorities

MLA practitioners also should contact the Greek Central Authority before preparing
an MLA request. This is particularly important for practitioners preparing their first
request, or if the request eventually requires the Central Authority’s review before
transmission. The Central Authority may provide up-to-date information on a
foreign authority’s MLA framework and requirements, and past experiences in
dealing with particular countries. Inquiries should be made with:
Ms. Argyro Eleftheriadou
(aeleftheriadou@justice.gov.gr)
41
42

https://css.unodc.org/compauth_uncac/en/index.html

https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list//conventions/treaty/173/declarations?p_auth=vQXjTMZF
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Head, Division of Legislative Work, International
Relations and International Judicial Cooperation
Ms. Aikaterini Papanikolaou
(kpapanikolaou@justice.gov.gr)
Head, Department of International Judicial Cooperation
in Civil and Criminal Cases
Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights
Mesogeion 96, 11527 Athens
Ground Floor, Office 53
minjustice.penalaffairs@justice.gov.gr
Practitioners should also contact the Court of Appeals Prosecutor responsible for
MLA in your territorial jurisdiction. The Prosecutor reviews the request before it is
transmitted. Getting him/her involved in the process early on could help reduce
delays. The relevant prosecutor in Athens is also Greece’s National Correspondent
for the European Judicial Network (EJN):
Ms. Maria MALOUHOU,
Appeals Prosecutor and Head of the MLA Department,
Athens Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office
K. Loukareos 14, Athens 11475,
Tel.: 210-6404229, 210-6404655, 210-6404612
cpejn1@otenet.gr

MLA law and practice in requested state
Prior to drafting the request, it is advisable to find out as much as possible about
law and practice in the area of MLA in the requested state. Indeed, this is one of the
main purposes for contacting the foreign authorities and Greek Central Authority
described above. In addition, practitioners could seek additional information by
consulting the following sources:




Requests to G20 countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China (People’s Republic of), France, Germany,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the
United States): The Step-by-Step Guide to Requesting
Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters from G20
Countries.
Requests to members of the Asia-Pacific Co-operation
(APEC) (Australia; Brunei Darussalam; Canada; Chile; China
(People’s Republic of); Hong Kong (China); Indonesia; Japan;





Malaysia; Mexico; New Zealand; Papua New Guinea; Peru;
Philippines; Russia; Singapore; Korea; Chinese Taipei;
Thailand; United States; and Viet Nam):The Step-by-Step
Guide to Requesting Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal
Matters from APEC Countries.
Requests to members of the ADB/OECD Anti-Corruption
Initiative for Asia and the Pacific (Australia; China (People’s
Republic of); Cook Islands; Fiji Islands; Hong Kong (China);
India; Indonesia; Japan; Kazakhstan; Korea; Kyrgyzstan;
Macau (China); Malaysia; Mongolia; Nepal; Pakistan; Palau;
Papua New Guinea; Philippines; Samoa; Singapore; Sri
Lanka; Thailand; Vanuatu; Viet Nam): ADB/OECD AntiCorruption Initiative, Mutual Legal Assistance in Asia and the
Pacific: Experiences in 31 Jurisdictions. Individual reports on
the framework and practice in each member are available in
an earlier publication: Mutual Legal Assistance, Extradition
and the Recovery of Proceeds of Corruption in Asia and the
Pacific.
Requests to members of the OECD Anti-Corruption Network
for Eastern Europe and Central Asia (Albania, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Estonia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova,
Montenegro, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovenia, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan): OECD AntiCorruption Network for Eastern Europe and Central Asia:
International Co-operation in Corruption Cases.

Drafting the MLA request
Once the above groundwork has been laid, the practitioner can begin drafting the
request. A sample template is in Annex C at p. 25. In addition, at least two online
tools are available for drafting MLA requests, though neither is available in the
Greek language:


The European Judicial Network Compendium is a tool for
preparing MLA requests for different types of assistance
from its 28 member countries.
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The MLA Request Writer Tool developed by the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime is a similar tool for drafting requests.43

Sample MLA requests can also be found in the Step-by-Step Guides prepared by the
G8, G20, and APEC, as well as the UNODC MLA Manual.44 A sample reporting
template is also in Annex C at p. 25.

1.

Essential elements of an MLA request

The requested elements of an MLA request vary depending on the treaty or
instrument. Practitioners should ensure that their requests contain all of the
elements and information that are required by the relevant treaty or instrument.
In addition to any elements required by the relevant instrument, practitioners
should include at least the following information:45
i.

Name and contact information of the authority seeking MLA
(telephone number, email address, contact point within requesting
authority). The request should list (a) the primary official responsible
for the request and (b) any individuals who are aware of the contents
and purpose of the request and thus can serve as backups;

ii.

Legal basis for the request (e.g. name of treaty, reciprocity);

iii.

For urgent requests, (i) highlight the urgent nature of the request at
the beginning, e.g. in the subject line or in bold in the introductory
paragraph; (ii) explain why the request is urgent;, (iii) provide
information regarding the timeline such as court dates, statute of
limitations; (iv) provide an indicative deadline for receiving the
evidence.46

iv.

If applicable, a statement regarding confidentiality of the MLA request
(see Section 0 at p. 18 on “Confidentiality and “tipping off” a target”
for more information);

v.

If the request is linked to another request or is a supplemental request
to another previous request, provide relevant information (reference
number and date of prior linked MLA requests, etc.);

43

OECD Beijing Workshop Report, p. 13.

44

See Annex A at p. 23 for links to these documents

45

OECD ACN GUAM Report, pp. 35-39; UNCAC, Article 46(7).

46

UK MLA Guidelines, p. 14.

vi.

Introductory statement regarding the type of MLA sought and the
reasons for which such assistance is sought;

vii.

Chronological description of the criminal activity and offences for
which MLA is sought, including the criminal investigation of said
activity (see Section 0 at p. 17 on “Evidentiary standard and
requirements” for more information);

viii.

Qualification of the alleged offence and applicable criminal law
provisions;

ix.

Explanation of the connection between the offence under
investigation or proceedings and the requested MLA (see Section 0 at
p. 17 on “Evidentiary standard and requirements” for more
information);

x.

Details of the individuals (including legal persons) who are relevant to
the request as well as whether such individuals are witnesses, suspects
or victims;47 and

xi.

Specific procedures that must be followed by authorities in the foreign
jurisdiction executing the request, including requirements on the chain
of custody of evidence, procedure for authentication and certification
of documents, or warnings that must be read to a witness before
testimony is taken.48

47

UK MLA Guidelines, p. 10.

48

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 22-23.
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Practical Tip: Seeking input when drafting
An MLA request that is clear, complete but concise is more likely
to be properly and promptly executed. A proper balance must be
drawn between including too much or too little information. 49
To find this balance, Greek practitioners should work with foreign
authorities and the Greek Central Authority when drafting an
MLA request, such as by seeking their comments on drafts.

2.

Considerations when seeking electronic evidence

Before submitting a formal MLA request seeking electronic evidence from an
internet service provider (ISP) located overseas (e.g., Google, Yahoo!, Facebook,
etc.), practitioners should first complete three steps:
i.

Identify the ISP that hosts the data sought by using tools such as
WHOIS Lookup:

https://www.ultratools.com/tools/ipWhoisLookup
ii.

Ensure that the evidence sought is preserved before it is deleted;50
a) Practitioners should submit preservation requests directly to the
relevant ISP. If the ISP does not accept preservation requests,
practitioners should contact the Greek representative of the 24/7
Hi-Tech Crime Network, which will then be able to transmit the
request directly to its counterpart in the foreign country.
b) If none of the above is possible or if the preservation request is
expected to take too much time, practitioners should include the
preservation request in a formal MLA request.
c) Oftentimes, ISPs will only preserve data for 90 days after receiving
a preservation request. When necessary, practitioners seeking
electronic evidence should renew preservation requests that are
nearing expiration.

iii.

49
50

Ensure that the data stored by the relevant ISP is indeed stored in the
country to which the formal MLA request is sent. In some countries,

OECD ACN Report, Section 2.2.4; ADB/OECD 2017 Report, pp. 22-23.

Internet service providers often do not retain records after a certain date, deleting data
as early as 6 months after their creation.

such as the United States, it has become increasingly difficult for law
enforcement authorities to require ISPs to provide electronic data and
records that are stored on servers located in a different country.51

3.

Additional issues that should be addressed

Practitioners seeking MLA need to have a basic understanding of some elementary
principles relating to MLA. Many of these issues may have to be specifically
addressed in the request itself. They may also affect the overall strategy of whether
and how to seek assistance.

Dual criminality
Dual criminality is the requirement that the conduct underlying a request for
assistance must be a crime not only in the requesting state, but also in the
requested state had the conduct occurred there. The important question is
whether the conduct is criminal in both places, not whether the conduct amounts
to the same offence in the two countries.
Practical Tip: Example of meeting the dual criminality
requirement
A Greek prosecutor is investigating a Greek company for bribing
a public official of foreign Country X. The prosecutor seeks MLA
from Country X, where bribery of a foreign public official is not an
offence. However, dual criminality would be met since Country X
likely has a domestic bribery offence, and hence conduct in
question would be a crime under the laws of Country X if it
occurred there.52

When seeking MLA, practitioners should first determine whether dual criminality is
required in that particular case. MLA treaties and legislation take different
approaches to dual criminality. Many will require dual criminality to be met only if a
request seeks coercive MLA measures, such as search and seizure, or compelling a

51

See Microsoft Corp. v. United States, No. 14-2985 (2d Cir. 2016). In the
aforementioned case, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit ruled that the United States Government may not compel U.S.
companies to produce data that exist on servers or databases located outside
of the United States. At the time of writing, this case was under appeal.
52

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 42-43; OECD ACN Report, Section 3.10.
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person to provide testimony.53 Some treaties and legislation, however, may require
dual criminality for both coercive and non-coercive MLA.
If dual criminality is needed in the particular case, then the request should be
drafted to include facts that would allow the requested state to determine that the
requirement is met.

Grounds for refusing or postponing MLA
In addition to the absence of dual criminality, MLA treaties and arrangements
typically specify certain grounds for a requested state to refuse or postpone a
request. Grounds for refusal may be mandatory or discretionary. Some grounds
appear in almost all MLA treaties:




MLA sought to investigate or prosecute a “political offence”
or “military offence”;54 and
Executing the MLA request would prejudice the sovereignty,
security, ordre public or other essential interests of the
requested state55
Assistance sought is contrary to the law of the requested
state.56

Some MLA treaties may include additional grounds:


53

Double jeopardy, i.e., the request relates to the prosecution
of a person for an offence in respect of which the offender

For example, see UK MLA Guidelines, p. 9.

54

For example, 1959 MLA Convention, Article 2(a); ); Warsaw Convention of 2005, Article
28(1); Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption Article 37(3); and
bilateral treaties covering MLA between Greece and United States, Article 3(1)(a); Canada,
Article 3(1)(3); Australia, Article 5(1)(a); Egypt, Article 2(a); Armenia, Article 13(1)(b);
Georgia, Article 14(1)(B); Mexico, Article 2(a); Syria, Article 14(1)(a); and Tunisia,
Article 2(a).
55

For example, 1959 MLA Convention, Article 2(b); UNCAC Article 46(21)(b); Warsaw
Convention of 2005, Article 28(1); Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on
Corruption Article 26(2); and bilateral treaties covering MLA between Greece and United
States, Article 3(1)(b); Canada, Article 3(1)(3); Australia, Article 5(1)(d); Egypt, Article 2(b);
Armenia, Article 13(1)(a); Georgia, Article 14(1)(A); Mexico, Article 2(b); Syria,
Article 14(1)(b); and Tunisia, Article 2(b).
56

For example, UNCAC, Article 46(21)(c) and (d); and bilateral treaties covering MLA
between Greece and Australia, Article 5(2)(b); and Czech Republic, Article 12.




has been finally acquitted or pardoned or has served the
sentence imposed;57
Expiry of statute of limitations;58 and
Prejudice to an investigation or an individual’s safety in the
requested state.59

In practice, these grounds for refusal are invoked infrequently. If necessary, Greek
practitioners can consult the existing literature which extensively discusses the legal
definition of these grounds.60
With regard to non-recognition or non-execution of an EIO, Greek authorities
should refer to Law 4489/2017 and Article 11 of Directive 2014/41/EU for guidance
on the situations in which an executing State may refuse to execute an EIO issued
by a Greek authority.

Use limitation
Some MLA treaties and legislation stipulate that evidence provided pursuant to an
MLA request may be used only for the purpose for which it was obtained. The
evidence cannot be used for another investigation or prosecution without the
requested state’s express consent. For example, MLA requested as part of a bribery
investigation possibly may not be used in a tax or money laundering investigation
unless this has been indicated in the request.61
For this reason, an MLA request should describe the facts giving rise to all potential
crimes that could be investigated or prosecuted. If evidence has already been
provided and needs to used in the investigation of another offence, then the
requested state’s consent should be sought.

57

For example, Greece-Australia MLA Treaty, Article 5(1)(b); and Greece-Mexico MLA
Treaty, Article 2(d).
58

For example, Greece-Australia MLA Treaty, Article 5(2)(c).

59

For example, bilateral treaties covering MLA between Greece and Australia,
Article 5(2)(d); Canada, Article (3)(2); United States, Article 5(4); and Mexico, Article 2(c).
60

ADB/OECD 2007 Report, pp. 49-60; ADB/OECD 2017 Report, pp. 18-21; and ACN 2017
Report, Section 3.
61

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 23 and 33; Greece-US MLA Treaty, Article 7; Greece-Canada
MLA Treaty, Article 18; Greece-Australia MLA Treaty, Article 9(3).
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Evidentiary standard and requirements
To prevent groundless inquiries or “fishing expeditions”, MLA treaties and
legislation often require a requesting state to provide evidence that (a) a crime has
been committed, and (b) the MLA sought will yield evidence of the alleged crime.62
Simply stating that the requested MLA is relevant to an ongoing investigation will
not be sufficient and will likely result in non-execution of an MLA request.
The evidentiary standard (i.e., the level of proof required) varies. It may range from
evidence showing “probable cause” or “reasonable grounds to suspect”, to a prima
facie case that would justify bringing a defendant to trial in the requested state. The
evidentiary standard may also vary with the type of MLA sought, e.g. a request for
coercive MLA may have to meet a higher evidentiary threshold.63 The seeking of
bank or tax information may be subject to additional requirements to overcome
secrecy provisions.
Practitioners seeking MLA must therefore verify the applicable evidentiary
standard, and then ensure that the MLA request includes sufficient facts to meet
the standard. For big, complex cases, it would not be practical to describe every fact
in the case. Practitioners would therefore have to decide which facts to include.
Erring on the side of caution by including more than the bare minimum is wise, but
keeping in mind that too many facts can also lead to a confusing or overly complex
request.

62

ADB/OECD 2007 Report pp. 45-48; UNODC MLA Manual, para. 184.

63

OECD MLA Typology, p. 22; UNODC MLA Manual, p. 69.

Practical Tip: Meeting evidentiary thresholds of the foreign
state
The amount of evidence needed for a particular investigative
measure varies among countries. Furthermore, terms such as
“probable cause” or “reasonable grounds to suspect” are difficult
to define in the abstract. They can also have different
interpretations in different countries. When in doubt, Greek
practitioners should seek the opinion of foreign law enforcement
authorities on whether they have sufficient evidence to obtain a
particular type of assistance in the case at hand.

Confidentiality and “tipping off” a target
Practitioners need to consider a risk that an investigative target may be “tipped off”
when MLA is sought. Treaties and legislation generally provide that MLA requests
are confidential. Nonetheless, the request and evidence contained therein may be
leaked by officials in the requested state. The law of some requested states may
also override confidentiality and require the evidence contained in an MLA request
or the evidence gathered pursuant to a request may have to be disclosed. In some
jurisdictions, banks must inform a client that his/her account information has been
sought, unless a judicial order prevents the bank from doing so.64
When drafting an MLA request, there are certain steps could be taken to ensure
that confidential information is not unintentionally disclosed. The request could
expressly state that the request should be executed only if sensitive information is
not disclosed. Sensitive information could also be left out of a request, assuming
that the remaining information in the request is sufficient to meet the applicable
evidentiary standard. Another option is to use MLA mechanisms that allow requests
to be sent directly to judicial authorities in foreign states (e.g. the Schengen
Convention). Direct transmission reduces the number of individuals who have
knowledge of the request and hence the risk of leakage.65

4.

Translation/Language of MLA requests

Once drafted, practitioners should check whether the request needs to be
translated from Greek into a foreign language. The required language of an MLA
request is generally governed by the applicable treaty and legislation. Practitioners
64

OECD MLA Typology, p. 44.

65

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 44-45.
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should therefore examine the applicable legal instrument and also check when in
contact with foreign authorities. For example:










For the 1959 European MLA Convention, Article 16 states
that requests do not have to be translated. However, Parties
to the Convention have made some 42 declarations
requiring the request and annexed documents to be
translated into its own language, the official languages of
the Council of Europe, or one of the latter languages as
specified. The full list of declarations is available online.66
For requests relating to the execution of EIOs, EU Directive
2014/41/EU allows Member States to indicate the
language(s) an EIO must be in in order to be executed, and
provides that the competent authority of the issuing State
(Greece) shall translate relevant EIOs into an official
language of the executing State or any other language
indicated by the executing State.
For requests under the 1959 European MLA Convention as
modified by the Schengen Convention, outgoing requests
should be translated by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with
the cost to be borne by the Ministry of Justice.67
For requests under the Warsaw Convention of 2005, Article
35 states that requests do not have to be translated.
However, Parties to the Convention have made some 26
declarations requiring the request and annexed documents
to be translated into its own language, the official languages
of the Council of Europe, or one of the latter languages as
specified. The full list of declarations is available online.68
For requests under UNCAC, States Parties indicate the
acceptable language for requests when it ratifies or accedes
to the Convention. The information is available online69 to
practitioners who have an account.

66

https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list//conventions/treaty/030/declarations?p_auth=wKxfCEdV
67

Ministry of Justice (7 October 2008), Guidance of on Mutual Legal Assistance, Protocol
No. 99197.
68

https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list//conventions/treaty/198/declarations?p_auth=55IRcZXk
69

https://css.unodc.org/compauth_uncac/en/index.html



Other requests are translated by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs before being sent to the requested country for
execution. In such cases, MLA practitioners should submit
their request to the Central Authority which will then
arrange for translation of the request. Practitioners seek
updates regarding the status of the translation, especially in
the case of urgent requests.

If a translation is required, then the translation needs to be of the highest quality so
that the recipient country can understand and properly execute the request.70 It is
common practice for countries to reject requests that are not translated or poorly
translated, thereby causing delay.
Practical Tip: Overcoming problems with translation
Problems with translation can be reduced by asking foreign
authorities to review a translated request to ensure that it is
comprehensible.
An alternative to translation is to follow the use the non-MLA
means for obtaining information described at p. 3 which
generally do not require heavy translation.

Sending the MLA request
1.

Where to send MLA requests

After an MLA request has been drafted, the next question is to whom the Greek
practitioner should send the request. The answer depends on the applicable MLA
treaty or framework:


70

Greek practitioners may send the MLA requests under the
1959 European MLA Convention directly to foreign judicial
authorities in the following countries: Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.71 Greek

OECD MLA Typology, p. 23.

See Section 0 at p. 5 on “1.
1959 European Convention on MLA
and Schengen Convention” for more information.
71
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72

practitioners should always use the Judicial Atlas on the EJN
website to identify the foreign authority to which the
request should be sent.72 See also Section 0 at p. 10 on “1.
Contacting foreign law enforcement authorities”.
Greek authorities seeking the execution of an EIO should
send the request directly to the executing authority by any
means capable of producing a written record under
conditions allowing the EU Member State to establish
authenticity.
Some treaties may permit direct transmission bypassing the
Central Authority in some cases. For example, the 1959
European MLA Convention (Article 15) permits direct
transmission of MLA requests to foreign judicial authorities
if the request if (1) for judicial records, or (2) for
investigation preliminary to prosecution. Direct transmission
may be effected through Interpol.
In all other cases, the request should be sent to the Court of
Appeals Prosecutor responsible for MLA in your territorial
jurisdiction. The Prosecutor will forward the request to the
Greek Central Authority (i.e., the Ministry of Justice,
Transparency and Human Rights) for transmission to the
foreign state.

Convention Implementing the Schengen Convention, Article 53; Ministry
of Justice, Guidance of 7 October 2008 on Mutual Legal Assistance,
Protocol No. 99197.

Practical Tip: Sending a copy of the request to the foreign
authority
When the formal MLA request is submitted to the Greek central
authority (in cases where direct transmission is not possible), Greek
practitioners could provide a copy of the request to the foreign
authorities responsible for executing the request, or to the Central
Authority in the foreign state. This could allow the foreign authorities
to begin preparations, e.g. locate witnesses, assemble requested
documents. The request can then be executed with less delay or
even immediately when the formal MLA request reaches the foreign
executing authority.73

2.

Procedure for urgent requests

In case of urgency, some MLA treaties and arrangements allow requests to be
transmitted directly between the judicial authorities. Such direct transmission may
take place through the International Criminal Police Organisation (Interpol) under
the 1959 European MLA Convention,74 and also under UNCAC with the agreement
of the parties.75 Under the Warsaw Convention of 2005 and the Council of Europe
Criminal Law Convention on Corruption, direct transmission must be followed by
copying the central authorities in writing.76 The bilateral Greece-United States MLA
treaty allows transmission “by the most rapid available means”.77
Some treaties and arrangements also dispense with the requirement of a formal
written request in urgent cases. UNCAC allows oral requests.78 The Greece-Canada
Treaty allows requests made “using any means of communication which leaves a
written record.79 Requests made under these circumstances must subsequently be
confirmed in writing.
73

ADB/OECD 2017 Report, p. 28.

74

1959 European MLA Convention, Article 15.

75

UNCAC, Article 46(13).

76

Warsaw Convention of 2005, Article 34(2); Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention
on Corruption, Article 30(2).
77

Greece-United States MLA Treaty, Article 4(1).

78

UNCAC, Article 46(14).

79

Greece-Canada MLA Treaty, Article 15(5).
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After sending an MLA request
1.
Continuing communication with foreign authorities
regarding MLA requests
It is not uncommon for an MLA request to take a long time to execute. To speed up
execution, it is important that Greek practitioners regularly follow up with the
foreign authorities involved in executing the request, either by contacting them
directly or through the Greek Central Authority.

2.

Keeping a record of MLA requests

Practitioners should monitor the request after it is sent and take action when follow
up is required. This should include keeping and updating a record of outgoing
requests showing (i) date of the request; (ii) dates and short description of all
communications; (iii) regular reminders (“next actions”) to follow up with foreign
authorities and/or Central Authorities as described above; and (iv) date of
execution or disposition of the request.80

3.

Supplemental information

Requested countries often ask for supplemental information before executing an
MLA request because of a lack of specificity in the request, differences in legal
systems and language, or a breakdown in communication. Authorities from
requested countries may be too busy to sort through the evidence and determine
what is relevant.81
Greek authorities themselves may also wish to send supplemental information or
even a request for further assistance before a previous MLA request has been
executed. Investigations are constantly evolving and the need for additional MLA
may arise before the original MLA request is executed.
Greek practitioners should follow a similar process for dealing with supplemental
information as with the original MLA request. They should discuss with foreign law
enforcement authorities where possible to clarify the supplemental information
needed. If necessary, they may work with the Greek Central Authority to prepare a
response.
When submitting supplemental information or requests, Greek practitioners should
(1) state that the supplemental correspondence relates to the original request, and
80

ADB/OECD 2017 Report, pp. 31-32.

81

OECD MLA Typology, p. 36.

(2) provide the dates of all previous relevant correspondence (including the request
for supplemental information) and any reference numbers helpful for locating the
original request.
Practical Tip: Providing supplemental information
Greek practitioners should ask foreign authorities whether
supplemental information clarifying an MLA request can be provided
through simpler channels (e.g. by email) rather than through the
formal channels followed by the original MLA request (e.g. through
Central Authorities).
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III. Annexes
Reference materials
ADB/OECD 2007 Report: Mutual Legal Assistance, Extradition and
the Recovery of Proceeds of Corruption in Asia and the Pacific
ADB/OECD 2017 Report: ADB/OECD Anti-Corruption Initiative for
Asia and the Pacific (2017), Mutual Legal Assistance in Asia and the
Pacific: Experiences in 31 Jurisdictions
APEC (2014), Step-by-Step Guide to Requesting Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters from APEC Countries
G8 (2011), Requesting Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters
from G8 countries: A Step-by-Step Guide
G20 (2012), Step-by-Step Guide to Requesting Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters from G20 Countries
G20 (2014), High Level Principles on MLA
OECD ACN Report: OECD Anti-Corruption Network for Eastern
Europe and Central Asia (2017), International Co-Operation in
Corruption Cases
OECD ACN GUAM Report: OECD (2013), Mutual Legal Assistance and
Other Forms of Cooperation Between Law Enforcement Agencies
OECD Beijing Workshop Report: OECD (2016), Overcoming
international co-operation challenges in corruption cases:
Perspectives from the April 2016 Beijing Workshop
OECD MLA Typology: OECD (2012), Typology on Mutual Legal
Assistance in Foreign Bribery Cases
UK MLA Guidelines: UK Home Office (2015), Requests for Mutual
Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Guidelines for Authorities
Outside of the United Kingdom
UNODC MLA Manual: UNODC (2012), Manual on Mutual Legal
Assistance and Extradition
US MLA Guide: US Department of Justice (2012), Brief Guide to
Obtaining Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters from the
United States

Contact information for relevant Greek authorities
European Judicial Co-operation Unit (Eurojust):
Paraskevas Adamis
Eurojust National Member for Greece
P.O. Box 16183
2500 BD The Hague
Netherlands
Tel.: +31 70 412 5180
Email: padamis@eurojust.europa
European Judicial Network (EJN):
Maria Malouhou
EJN National Correspondent for Greece
Appeals Prosecutor and Head of the MLA Department
Athens Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office
K. Loukareos 14, Athens 11475
Tel.: 210-6404229, 210-6404655, 210-6404612
Email: cpejn1@otenet.gr
Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office, MLA Department, Athens:
Maria Malouhou
EJN National Correspondent for Greece
Appeals Prosecutor and Head of the MLA Department
Athens Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office
K. Loukareos 14, Athens 11475
Tel.: 210-6404229, 210-6404655, 210-6404612
Email: cpejn1@otenet.gr
Independent Authority for Public Revenue (IAPR):
Mr. Odysseas Pylalis
International Economic Relations Directorate
Independent Authority for Public Revenue (IAPR)
8 Kar. Servias Street, 10184 Athens, Greece
Email: ypoik@otenet.gr
Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights, Central
Authority for MLA:
Ms. Argyro Eleftheriadou (aeleftheriadou@justice.gov.gr)
Head, Division of Legislative Work, International Relations and
International Judicial Cooperation
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Ms. Aikaterini Papanikolaou (kpapanikolaou@justice.gov.gr)
Head, Department of International Judicial Cooperation in Civil and
Criminal Cases
Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights
Mesogeion 96, 11527 Athens
Ground Floor, Office 53
Email: minjustice.penalaffairs@justice.gov.gr
Hellenic Financial Intelligence Unit:
Konstantinos Papastergiou
Police Captain Responsible for financial investigations
Department of International Relations
Hellenic Financial Intelligence Unit
Piraeus 207 & Alkifronos 92, ATHENS 11853
Tel.: 210 340 1908
Email: k.papastergiou@hellenic-FIU.gr
Hellenic Police:
International Police Cooperation Directorate (DDAS)
P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77
Tel.: 210-6988117
Email: registry@ipcd.gr
Additional information on website
Europol National Unit
P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77
Tel.: 210-6984286
Email: europol@astynomia.gr
Interpol Athens
Leof. Athinon & Antigonis 2-4, Athens 10442
Tel.: 210-5103540, 210-6448888
Email: athens.interpol@astynomia.gr
SIRENE Department
P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77
Tel.: 210-6998262 (on a 24/7 basis), 210-6998263
Fax: 210-6998264, 210-6998265
Email: sirene@sirene.gov.gr

Outgoing MLA request template
Please see Guidelines Section 1. E at p. 13 on “Drafting the MLA
request” for further explanations.

To: [Insert name of Foreign Requested Authority]
From:
EITHER (SCHENGEN REQUESTS): [Insert name of requesting Greek
authority]
OR (OTHER REQUESTS): Central Authority for Greece, Ministry of
Justice, Transparency and Human Rights of the Hellenic Republic
Subject: Request for Mutual Legal Assistance in a Criminal Matter
from the Hellenic Republic to [Insert name of requested country]
INTRODUCTION
OPTION 1 (SCHENGEN REQUESTS): The [name of requesting Greek
authority], as authorised by Law No. 4218/1961 and Law No.
2514/1997, submits the present request for mutual legal assistance
in criminal matters pursuant to the 1959 European Convention on
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters as modified by the Schengen
acquis - Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14
June 1985 to [insert requested state].
OPTION 2 (OTHER REQUESTS BASED ON TREATY): The Ministry of
Justice, Transparency and Human Rights of the Hellenic Republic,
being the Central Authority for Greece under the [name of treaty or
instrument], submits the present request for mutual legal assistance
in criminal matters to the Government of [insert requested state].
OPTION 3 (OTHER NON-TREATY REQUESTS): The Ministry of Justice,
Transparency and Human Rights of the Hellenic Republic, as
authorised by Article 457 of the Greek Code of Penal Procedure,
submits the present request for mutual legal assistance in criminal
matters to the Government of [insert requested state].
This request relates to an investigation/prosecution of criminal
activity involving [insert type of criminal activity e.g., corruption,
fraud, embezzlement] allegedly committed by [insert name of
suspect] on [insert time period]. The nature of the assistance sought
is [insert type(s) of assistance requested].
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This request is both urgent and confidential for the reasons
described below. [Delete if the request is not urgent or confidential]
STATEMENT OF FACTS
[Provide:
Description in chronological order the criminal activity relating to
the MLA request
Evidence in support of the alleged criminal activity, e.g. witnesses
statements, bank records, etc.
Status of the case]
[See Guidelines Section 0 at p. 17 on “Evidentiary standard and
requirements” for more information.]
[The statement of facts should meet the dual criminality
requirement. See Section 0 at p. 16 on “Dual criminality” for more
information.]
IDENTIFICATION OF SUSPECTS/ENTITIES INVOLVED
[For individuals, provide: name; gender; date of birth; nationality;
address; identification document; aliases.
[For legal entities, provide: name; status (company, partnership);
place of incorporation/registration etc.]
RELEVANT LEGAL PROVISIONS
[Provide complete language of all relevant provisions on:


Substantive criminal offences, e.g. offence of bribery, definition of a public
official



Applicable penalties



Statute of limitations
Include all potential offences that could be investigated or
prosecuted (see Section 0 at p. 17 on “Use limitation”).]
ASSISTANCE REQUESTED AND EXECUTION PROCEDURE
[List the types of assistance sought.]
[For each requested assistance:



Specify any specific procedure to be followed, e.g. requirements on the
chain of custody of evidence, procedure for authentication and certification

of documents, or warnings that must be read to a witness before testimony
is taken


Explain why the assistance is necessary for your investigation.]
[Requests for identical types of assistance (e.g. records from
multiple bank accounts) should be listed as separate items.]
[EXAMPLE 1: BANK RECORDS]: Certified bank records for account
no. [insert number] held by [insert account holder name] at [insert
bank name] located at [insert address]. Bank records are sought for
the period of [insert date range]. The records sought include, but
are not limited to:
1. account opening applications;
2. account balance;
3. signature cards;
4. account statements showing the deposit and withdrawal of funds;
5. deposit and withdrawal slips;
6. cheques, including cancelled cheques;
7. money orders, bank drafts, receipts, invoices; and,
8. correspondence and communication in any form.
This evidence is sought because [insert why the evidence is
necessary for your investigation].
In order to meet the Hellenic Republic’s evidentiary requirements,
the bank records seized pursuant to this request should be certified
following the procedure prescribed under the laws of the requested
state.
[EXAMPLE 2: WITNESS TESTIMONY]: Testimony of [insert name,
date of birth, nationality, address, etc.] as a witness regarding
[insert relevant issues / subject matter]. The following is a nonexhaustive list of the questions to be posed:
[1. Question 1]
[2. Question 2]
[3. Question 3]
In order to meet Articles 205-227 of the Greek Code of Penal
Procedure, the following requirements must be met when taking
the witness’ testimony:
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The witness must be sworn and identify oneself.



No witness should be forced to provide a testimony in violation of his
professional secrecy, national security secrecy, or diplomatic immunity.



The witness should be cautioned, on the record, that he/she may be
subject to charges in the Hellenic Republic for any untrue or misleading
information given in the course of her witness examination. The witness
should be protected from being compelled to incriminate oneself.



The witness should always identify the source of the information he/she
testifies.



A verbatim transcript must be produced and certified by a judicial officer.
This testimony is sought because [insert why the evidence is
necessary for your investigation].
URGENCY
[For urgent requests,



State that the request be given high priority



Explain why the request is urgent



Provide relevant timelines such as court dates, statute of limitations, and



Provide an indicative deadline for receiving the evidence.]
[For requests relating to electronic evidence stored by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP), request that the relevant data be preserved
by the ISP and explain why the request is urgent (e.g., the data is at
risk of being deleted to due amount of time that has lapsed since
the alleged criminal activity.]
CONFIDENTIALITY
[EXAMPLE 1: It is requested that the fact that this request has been
made/execution of the request be kept entirely confidential as
[insert reasons, e.g. likelihood of destruction and/or interference
with evidence]]
[EXAMPLE 2: It is requested that the evidence of the witness be
taken in camera as [insert reasons, e.g. prejudice to the
investigation, affect the evidence of other witnesses]]
[See Section 0 at p. 18 on “Confidentiality and “tipping off” a target”
for more guidance.]

ASSURANCES
[See Guidelines Section 0 at p. 16 on “Grounds for refusing or
postponing MLA” for more information]
[EXAMPLE 1 POLITICAL OFFENCE: It is confirmed that this request
does not relate to the prosecution or punishment of a person for a
criminal offence that is, or is by reason of the circumstances in
which it is alleged to have been committed or was committed, an
offence of a political character.]
[EXAMPLE 2 DOUBLE JEOPARDY: It is confirmed that this request
does not relate to the prosecution of a person for an offence in a
case where the person has been convicted, acquitted or pardoned
by a competent court or other authority of the Hellenic Republic, in
respect of that offence or of another offence constituted by the
same act or omission as that offence.]
[EXAMPLE 3 RECIPROCITY (see Guidelines Section 0 at p. 17 on “10.
Non-treaty-based MLA requests”): The Government of the Hellenic
Republic undertakes that it will, subject to its law, comply with a
future request by the requested state to it for similar assistance, by
providing assistance having a comparable effect to the requested
assistance in this case.
CONTACT PERSONS IN THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC
[PRIMARY PROSECUTOR OR INVESTIGATIVE JUDGE: Contact
Information]
[BACK-UP PROSECUTOR OR INVESTIGATIVE JUDGE: Contact
Information]
[CENTRAL AUTHORITY: Contact Information]
CONTACT PERSONS IN THE REQUESTED STATE
[Insert name of law enforcement official] of the requested state is
familiar with this case and has provided some informal assistance to
the Hellenic authorities. His/her contact information is: [Insert
contact information]

Signed [by individual with authority to sign]:
Date:

oecd.org/corruption

